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Report of the Vice President Internal  

 

Items:  

● Met on a case by case basis with a lot of departmental execs re: equity training 
 

● Scheduled make up equity training for those exec eligible 
 

● Chasing down final departmental packages, some departments have just elected 
their exec and I will be following up with them on training, package etc.  
 

● The mysterious set of keys on my desk has finally been accounted for; took a trip 
to 3434 mctavish and have found spare keys to some departmental rooms, also 
have access to room 401  
 

● Further discussions to be had on that space, some departments have priority for 
new spaces, AUTS also looking for spaces -- potential for a room swap/sharing 
schedule if departments agree 
 

● Also found the key to the potential photography development room?? → asking 
where exactly this room is and if it can be converted.  
 

● Back portion of computer lab in Arts Lounge to be converted once Frosh items 
are moved → re:new spaces perhaps temporarily moving these items into the 
rooms until we can figure out who is going where.  

 
● Overall, still a lot of attendance during my office hours, which is great because I 

can speak to you in person,  and hours and hours of s/q work. 
 

AUSEC  
● Commissioners signed new contracts, (slight changes)  
● Weekly meeting set, having my commissioners review previous greenguides and 

begin to orient themselves with past initiatives  
● They will be coordinating the AUSEC council meetings, hoping to have the 

External commissioner redesign some of the social media (FB, Insta) to be more 
up to date 



● Going to book a meeting with McGill sustainability office re: new projects, 
materials, joint efforts.  

 

FEARC: 
● The FEARC President will be the FYC representative as the VP External role has 

to attend Council.  
● re-opening applications online for Comms, Internal and External, email going out 

tmo.  
● FYC meetings have been set and will be liaising with SSMU VP Internal  

 
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
 
 Kevin Zhou 
 


